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In this paper, we present ﬁndings from analyses of papers published over the past 25 years (1996–2020) in the International
Journal of Engineering Education (IJEE). Our goal was two-fold: (1) to understand the impact of papers published in the
journal as measured by citations, and (2) to understand the coverage of topics over time. To understand impact, we
qualitatively analyzed abstracts of articles with at least 30 citations each (N = 218) and to understand coverage of topics we
used the Scopus database to download abstracts of all available articles (N = 3,173) published in the journal between
1996–2020. After data cleaning 2,960 articles were analyzed using text network mapping. In terms of impact, the topics
that have been cited the most include ways of teaching, learning styles, new technology applications, PBL, and engineering
design. The overall topical coverage reﬂects these ﬁndings and shows these same themes were consistently popular over the
past 25 years. Major changes over the years have been an increase in attention to learning processes, ﬁrst-year students,
and teamwork.
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1. Introduction
The ﬁeld of engineering education research has seen
a signiﬁcant growth in terms of researchers, institutions, publications outlets, and conferences in the
past couple of decades [1–4]. This increase and
interest and participation in the ﬁeld has occurred
not just in the United States, where the expansion
has been substantial, but in countries and institutions across the world [5]. As the ﬁeld has developed, diﬀerent journals and conferences have
captured diﬀerent aspects of the changes in the
ﬁeld. This diversity is not only evident in the
regional associations and their meetings, but also
in the coverage of diﬀerent journals. But what has
been the impact in terms of knowledge areas across
journals and in speciﬁc journals? As [6] have shown,
publication venues in engineering education reﬂect
diﬀerent geographical perspectives and interests. In
this paper we analyze articles published in the
International Journal of Engineering Education
(IJEE) over the past 25 years (1996–2020).
In 2009, as the ﬁeld of engineering education was
on the verge of almost a decade of robust expansion, [7], discussing the ﬁndings of a small study
consisting of a subsample of scholars engaged in
engineering education research, argued that there is
a ‘‘lack of clarity and continued sense of ambiguity
about the identity and status of engineering education research (p. 39)’’ among participants. Is there
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more clarity within the ﬁeld now in 2020? The ﬁeld
is on a ﬁrmer footing in terms of metrics such as
number of publications, doctoral programs, funding, and institutions and organizations engaged
with engineering education [8–9]. Yet, in terms of
the nature of work there seems to be increased
diﬀusion given the interdisciplinary nature of the
ﬁeld and the social, economic, and cultural variations in engineering education practices across the
world; diversity within the ﬁeld is not only reasonable but expected. Therefore, we believe there is
value in assessing the scholarship within engineering education because, as [10] has argued,
‘‘Researchers can beneﬁt by understanding this
process and its outcomes because it reveals the
vitality and the evolution of thought in a discipline
and because it gives a sense of its future [10, p.
156].’’ And in a ﬁeld that is still seeing substantial
growth this understanding is more beneﬁcial as it
serves as a foundation for the ﬁeld and helps in its
maturity.
There are many ways to better understand any
ﬁeld or discipline but our strategy of looking at a
speciﬁc journal comes from the nature of publication venues within engineering education where
each of the major journals with ‘‘engineering education’’ in the title has carved a niche for itself across
certain parameters. The IJEE, as the title indicates,
has an international appeal and attracts submissions from across the globe as could be seen from
* Accepted 27 March 2021.
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the listed aﬃliations of the authors of the published
papers. It also has more inclusivity in terms of
authorship as one could observe from the biographies of the authors. Based on the topics covered in
all issues, inclusivity extends to the nature of the
work that is published (research or application with
a slight lean towards practice). It is also a wellestablished journal with decades of publications
and has a strong lineage within the ﬁeld.
The strategy of looking at speciﬁc journals is not
new within engineering education [5]. [11] compared engineering education research in the European Journal of Engineering Education (EJEE)
and the Journal of Engineering Education (JEE)
through citation and reference analysis and found
that over time both journals have transitioned to
become engineering education research journals
and JEE made that transition ﬁrst. As the ﬁeld
became more institutionalized, it attracted more
researchers and this shift towards research
increased the number of citations within the journals in the ﬁeld of papers that were education and
psychology related. This shift was also accompanied by an increase in the number of papers per
issue and the number of single author papers but a
decrease in citations of science and engineering
sources. Overall, the authors found that EJEE
has a broader geographic spread of authors compared to JEE which is largely U.S. based. They
also cautioned that overall a ‘silo’ mentality is
evident from the journals where scholars who are
primarily in the ﬁeld of engineering education
research do not seem to engage with disciplinary
engineering researchers who also undertake engineering education research. Although many of the
nuances of the collaborations within a ﬁeld are
hard to gauge from publications in a speciﬁc
journal, analyzing what gets published in itself
tells us what is valued in the ﬁeld. For instance,
[12], analyzed articles from Journal of Engineering
Education (JEE) and European Journal of Engineering Education (EJEE) as the two journals
represent the ﬁeld but from the American and
European perspectives. They analyzed volumes
published during the years 1998, 1999, and 2000
to determine their subject coverage and authorship
characteristics. In both journals the main subjects
covered are ‘‘courses,’’ ‘‘programs’’ and ‘‘assessment.’’ The topics ‘‘freshman’’ and ‘‘women and
minorities’’ have a good representation of articles
in JEE. Papers on other societal issues (‘‘society’’)
are present at a higher proportion in the EJEE.
JEE published more papers on ‘‘administrative’’
matters than the European journal and both publications are concerned with some of the central
issues related to engineering education such as
‘‘teaching’’ and ‘‘technology.’’
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2. Approach
In this section we discuss our approach for data
collection and analysis. Overall, we had two goals.
One, to look at impact by using citation information and second, to look at coverage of topics over
a long time period. Our approach diﬀers from
prior studies as we focused impact and also
because we use a much larger dataset than previous studies for quantitative analysis. Other
papers that have used citations previously have
looked at the networks (e.g., [1]) but not at the
content of the publications.
Although impact can be studied in diﬀerent ways
[13], we use citations as a measure of how much a
paper inﬂuenced the ﬁeld. Analysis of citations is a
simple yet eﬀective method for understanding
impact – is a paper being read, is it being referenced
and thus shaping other work. Citations are not a
perfect measure of impact, papers can be read and
discussed without being cited, but in the absence of
other forms of data it is the best metric available.
The problems with citations are well documented
and relevant for this work. The primary concern
with citation analysis is that there is a wide variation
in citations across ﬁelds. Therefore, an overall lower
citation count within a ﬁeld or journal is not
necessarily indicative of more or less impact. In
relation to engineering education, which is an
interdisciplinary ﬁeld but with publications that
resemble social sciences more than engineering, it
is important to understand that citations will necessarily be lower than what one sees in engineering
disciplines [14–15]. This is even true for other ﬁelds
such as medicine where interdisciplinary ﬁelds that
are more practice oriented have overall lower citations [16].
The other concern with using citations is the
source of the citations. Reporting of citations
varies across sources such as Web of Science,
Google Scholar, Scopus, and others. We decided
to use the count of citations from Google Scholar as
opposed to a more traditional bibliometric service
like Web of Science. We wanted to be comprehensive in our understanding and therefore used
Google Scholar as a metric of citations. Google
Scholar is the most inclusive among the diﬀerent
reporting options. According to [17], Google Scholar has a broader range of data sources including
those not (well) covered in International Scientiﬁc
Indexing (ISI). Furthermore, they argue, Google
Scholar provides an additional advantage over
other platforms in that it is freely available and
democratizes citation analysis [18].
The overall data corpus consisted of 3,127 papers
before data cleaning since it included editorials and
guest editorials. Filtering out these editorials, since
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they do not include abstracts, reduced the corpus to
2,960 articles. The information about each article in
our data included title, year, number of citations,
authors, and abstract.

3. Impact Analysis (1996–2016)
To understand impact, we undertook a qualitative
analysis of the abstracts of papers. We identiﬁed
and collated papers with at least 30+ citations
published in IJEE. We chose 30+ citations as we

were looking for the top 200 or so papers in the
journal. We are aware that citations take time and
therefore the sample we have is skewed towards
papers that were published earlier in the life of the
journal. We try to capture the recent work reported
in the journal through the qualitative analysis we
present later in this paper. After collecting a list of
the papers with at least 30 citations we then took the
next step of collecting the abstracts of the paper to
undertake the qualitative analysis. Although we
used other data mining methods (as we discuss

Table 1. Qualitative Analysis
Code

Description

Example Papers With Highest Citation Counts (citations)

Ways of Teaching

Paper describes or reports on
implementation of diﬀerent approaches
for teaching.

Coyle, E., et al. EPICS: Engineering projects in community service, 2005.
(372)
Drake, P. Using the analytic hierarchy process in engineering education,
1998. (187)

New Technology
Applications

The paper focuses on the application of a
new technological tool or technique for
engineering teaching or learning.

Dormido, S. et al. The role of interactivity in control learning, 2005. (160)
Coller, B. & Shernoﬀ, D. Video game-based education in mechanical
engineering: A look at student engagement, 2009. (144)

Assessment/
ABET/EC2000

Paper focuses primarily on assessment of
teaching or program.

Volkwein, J., et al. Engineering change: A study of the impact of EC2000,
2004. (94)
Williams, J. The engineering portfolio: Communication, reﬂection, and
student learning outcomes assessment, 2002. (88)

Engineering
Design

The paper focuses primarily on
engineering design education.

Gregory, J. Scandinavian approaches to participatory design, 2003. (227)
Hey, J., Linsey, J., Agogino, A., & Wood, K. Analogies and metaphors in
creative design, 2008. (196)

Program Design
or Development

The paper describes the design and/or
development of a comprehensive
program for teaching and learning
(broader than a single course).

Carlson, L. & Sullivan, J. Hands-on engineering: Learning by doing in the
integrated teaching and learning program, 1999. (276)
Sheppard, S., et al. Examples of freshman design education, 1997. (188)

Remote/
Virtual Labs

The paper primarily describes, discusses,
or studies some aspect of virtual or
remote labs.

Ertugrul, N. Towards virtual laboratories: A survey of LabVIEW-based
teaching/learning tools and future trends, 2000. (200)
Gilet, D. et al. The cockpit: An eﬀective metaphor for web-based
experimentation in engineering education, 2003. (96)

Topical

The paper focuses primarily on a speciﬁc
topic or domain (e.g., creativity,
entrepreneurship, innovation,
sustainability, etc.).

Huntziner, D. et al. Enabling sustainable thinking in undergraduate
engineering education, 2007. (131)
Duval-Couetil, et al. Engineering students and entrepreneurship
education: Involvement, attitudes and outcomes, 2012. (103)

Miscellaneous

Others

Geisinger, B., & Raman, D. Why they leave: Understanding student
attrition from engineering majors, 2013. (135)
Jesiek, B. et al. Mapping global trends in engineering education research,
2005-2008, 2011. (59)

Project/
Problem-Based
Learning (PBL)

Paper focuses primarily on an aspect of
project/problem-based learning
including implementation.

Graaf, E., & Kolmos, A. Characteristics of problem-based learning, 2003.
(929)
Kitcher, A. Eﬀective teaching and learning in higher education, with
particular reference to the undergraduate education of professional
engineers, 2001. (132)

Workforce/
Transition

Paper focuses on workplace practices or
transition to the workforce after a
formal engineering degree.

Sheppard, S., et al. What is engineering practice?, 2007. (158)
McMasters, J. Inﬂuencing engineering education: One (acrospace)
industry perspective, 2004. (76)

Learning Styles

The paper describes, discusses or studies
learning styles (including MBTI, etc.)

Felder, R., & Spurlin, J. Applications, reliability and validity of the index
of learning styles, 2005. (1788)
O’Brien, T., Bernold, L, & Akroyd, D. Myers-Briggs type indicator and
academic achievement in engineering education, 1998. (86)

K12

Paper focuses primarily on an aspect of
K through 12 education related
engineering.

Cejka, E., Rogers, C., & Portsmore, M. Kindergarten robotics: Using
robotics to motivate math, science, and engineering literacy in elementary
school, 2006. (126)
Riskowski, J., et al. Exploring the eﬀectiveness of an interdisciplinary
water resources engineering module in an eighth grade science course,
2009. (119)

Women in
engineering

Paper focuses on women in engineering
(academia or workforce).

Stonyer, H. Making engineering students-making women: The discursive
context of engineering education, 2002. (96)
Phipps, A. Engineering women: The gendering of professional identities,
2002. (76)
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Table 2. Number of papers in each category, total citations per
category, cites per paper in a category
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impact than others. Average citation per paper
(Ratio show in Table 2) for most topics is in the
60s. Ratio is a way to normalize the citation count
column to understand and see impact across categories.

4. Analysis of Coverage of Topics Over
1996–2020
In addition to analyzing the impact of IJEE articles
by looking at the most cited papers, we further
analyzed the larger corpus of articles dating back
to 1996. We used a text network approach for
natural language processing, as described next,
and used visualizations for better understanding
the results [19].
later) we realized that performing a qualitative
analysis using experts in the ﬁeld is probably the
best way to make sense of the publications.
Analysis steps: As is common in content analysis,
we ﬁrst did a free coding of all the abstracts using
multiple codes (up to four codes for each paper).
The codes in this step included words and terms
such as: ‘‘design education, freshmen engineering,
course design, control engineering education, interactive tools, project-based pedagogy, studio
courses, engineering practice, eﬀective teaching
and learning, PBL, MATLAB, among others.’’
The goal was to be diverse enough to capture the
content of each abstract but also ensure that the
words or terms were related to the ﬁeld of engineering education. As a next step, the codes were
coalesced or grouped into a smaller number of
codes (18) and the abstracts were re-coded. The
codes were revisited and grouped further to reduce
the ﬁnal list to 13 codes. Two coders independently
coded the abstracts using the 13 codes and in the
ﬁnal round assigned only one code to each abstract.
Any variations were recorded and then the
abstracts were coded again until consensus was
achieved on all abstracts. The ﬁnal list with details
is in Table 1.
The categories included a minimum of ﬁve papers
and a maximum of 38 papers, as shown in Table 2.
The top category, ‘‘Ways of teaching’’, included 38
papers which made up a total of 17.9% of all papers
and also had the largest total citation count of
2,498. ‘‘Ways of teaching’’ covers a wide range of
issues. However, the second largest total citation
count came from the category ‘‘Learning styles’’,
which only had ﬁve papers. Incidentally, this category included the paper with the greatest number of
citations (1788) which is over 800 more than the
second largest cited paper (929). ‘‘New technology
applications’’ and ‘‘Problem/project-based learning
(PBL)’’ were two other highly cited areas of work.
In terms of impact, certain papers have had more

4.1 Text Networks – General Methods
To analyze changes in IJEE articles over time, we
used a network analysis approach, as outlined by
[20] and [21]. This approach models texts as collections of phrases and connections between those
phrases as co-occurrences in the same segment of
text. When phrases consistently appear together,
they can begin to form topics. An overview of the
sequence is illustrated in Fig. 1. To begin this
analysis, we ﬁrst created a corpus of IJEE articles
available from the Scopus database. As mentioned
above, this produced 3,173 articles. After data
cleaning to remove articles that were missing
abstracts, 2,960 articles remained in the corpus.
Next, we extracted the abstract and title for each
article and tokenized terms so that similar phrases
would be represented consistently throughout the
analysis. For example, ‘‘engineering students’’,
‘‘engineering student’’, and ‘‘students in engineering’’ mapped to the same phrase in our analysis
rather than three distinct phrases. We followed this
process for the top 2,000 terms (determined by
frequency) in the corpus of article abstracts and
titles, excluding common stop words (e.g., ‘‘a’’,
‘‘an’’, ‘‘the’’, etc.) and monograms, which tended
to be less informative than multi-word phrases.
This way, the phrase ‘‘engineering student’’ would
not be split into ‘‘engineering’’ and ‘‘student’’.
Consequently, we considered phrases from two to
six words in length. After identifying these phrases,
less informative phrases were also removed. These
included phrases such as ‘‘engineering education,
year engineering, year students, aim of this study,
paper reviews, year engineering students, methods
study, main purpose, main conclusions, study
show, other things.’’ On the other hand, we maintained phrases like ‘‘new approach’’, ‘‘various
approaches’’, and ‘‘year engineering’’, which we
suggest are actually informative because they tell
us where they may have been novelty (new
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Fig. 1. Steps for text processing method.

approach), an array of options pursued (various
approaches), and when researchers were focusing
on a speciﬁc class standing of students (ﬁrst-year,
second-year, etc.) in engineering education.
To capture the temporal dynamics of conversations within the journal, we divided the corpus into
ﬁve evenly spaced periods: 1996–2000, 2001–2005,
2006–2010, 2011–2015, and 2016–2020. Within
each period, we looked at the top 100 most frequently occurring terms. For this subset of terms,
we calculated the co-occurrences of phrases in the
text – how often each phrase occurred with each of
the other top 100 phrases in that same time period.
If terms appeared together in the same sentence,
that connection was weighted more heavily than if
terms appeared within a stretch of two sentences.
The weights decayed exponentially as a function of
the sentence distance between terms.
With these edge weights, we created a graph of
the term co-occurrence networks. The vertices
(nodes) in the graphs represent phrases from the
text. The edges (links) between the vertices represent the weighted sum of the times the terms
appeared together. For example, if the phrases
‘‘problem-based learning’’ and ‘‘engineering
design’’ appeared together in the span of three
sentences then we noted that in an adjacency
matrix with an appropriately diminished weight.
If they appeared together multiple times in the
corpus, then the edge weight grew proportionally.
From this adjacency matrix of co-occurring
phrases, we then generated an undirected graphical
network. The resulting graphs display how the top
100 terms appear in the text and are given in
Supplementary Material Figs. 1–5. We trimmed
edge weights below a certain threshold to maintain
only the strongest co-occurrence relationships.
Finally, to detect frequently occurring term communities (i.e., groups of terms that appear together
and therefore represent a topic or theme), we used
the Louvain community detection algorithm. These

communities appear as colored bubbles in the
ﬁgures. One can interpret these communities/clusters of co-occurring phrases as representing latent
topics. We followed this text network and community detection process for each of the ﬁve sequential
time periods listed above. These ﬁve period text
networks are shown in the Supplementary Material.
4.2 Sankey Diagrams – Methods
The text networks provide static pictures of each
period. To capture the dynamics between periods,
we created a Sankey diagram. This diagram shows
how terms in one text community in one period
transition to another text community in an adjacent
period. For example, if the terms ‘‘capstone
design’’, ‘‘design team’’, and ‘‘design process’’ all
appeared together in the same cluster in two consecutive periods, the diagram would contain a gray
stream connecting the blocks in each period.
Darker streams signiﬁed more shared terms
between clusters. Larger blocks indicated more
terms within that particular cluster. For example,
a narrow block might represent four co-occurring
phrases while a larger block represents 12 cooccurring phrases in that phrase cluster. The
labels adjacent to each block are intended to
summarize the terms in that cluster. Each block
was tagged with a summarizing label such that
terms about design process, capstone course, and
Harvey Mudd design workshop might be labeled as
Harvey Mudd design. Finally, the shades of grey in
the diagram have no inherent meaning – they are
simply intended for distinguishing one block from
another. Using these diagrams, one can see how the
collection of topics shifts from one period to the
next. Multiple connections
4.3 Sankey Diagrams – Results
The Sankey diagram in Fig. 2 shows topics in ﬁve
evenly spaced intervals from 1996–2020. These
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Fig. 2. Sankey Diagram of topics from 1996–2020.
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Fig. 3. Top ten terms per period in IJEE abstracts from 1996–2020.
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topics comprise groups of terms in the titles and
abstracts from each period and correspond to
summaries of the text networks in the Supplemental Material. One major theme from this analysis
was the continuity of design and design education
throughout the journal’s lifetime. This umbrella
topic ranged from applications of the design process to design education to capstone design
courses. A second consistent theme was laboratory
experiments and laboratory courses. These
included discussions around not only lab courses
but also speciﬁc ways to implement virtual labs,
which appeared to be the predominant aspect of
labs featured in the journal. A third consistent
theme was assessment. Initially these articles
appeared to involve program assessment related
to ABET outcomes, but over time these shifted to
student assessment tools more generally.
Along with these consistent themes, there were
also ones that emerged and/or faded over time.
Some of the more recent themes included articles
on professional skills and ﬁrst-year engineering
programs. A particularly popular subtopic within
professional skills was teamwork and design teams.
Among the themes that faded were accreditation
and a cluster of concepts often associated with
chemical engineering such as process control, heat
transfer, and ﬂuid mechanics. It is not surprising
that the topic of accreditation might be fading over
time given the attention that the topic garnered
from ABET’s EC2000 criteria and relatively few
changes over the interim period since then up until
2018.
4.4 Top Ten Terms Over Time – Methods
To simplify the network graphs and Sankey diagrams, we also looked at the top ten terms in each
period and tracked their popularity over time. To
do this, we ﬁrst divided the timeline into the same
ﬁve evenly spaced periods as before. We then
identiﬁed the top ten terms in each period. If the
top ten terms in each period were diﬀerent then this
list would have contained 50 terms. In practice,
however, several periods shared some of the same
popular terms, such as the term ‘‘engineering education’’, which was consistently a top term. With
this list of popular terms, we then tracked each
term’s popularity (deﬁned by its use frequency) in
each time period. For example, the term ‘‘engineering design’’ started as the fourth most popular term
in the initial time period from 1996–2000 and then
climbed to the second most popular term in the next
two time periods (2001–2005 and 2006–2010). As
with the Sankey diagrams, the width of each stream
indicates the relative popularity of that term in that
particular period – wider streams correspond to
higher usage. Also, the colors once again have no
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intrinsic meaning and are only used for identiﬁcation purposes.
4.5 Top Ten Terms Over Time – Results
While the text networks provide a deeper view into
themes in the corpus, we can also glean a higherlevel view of the journal by looking at the top
phrases over the same ﬁve periods, as shown in
Fig. 3. As with the text networks above, observations can be organized around terms that (a)
remained consistently popular, (b) became increasingly popular, and (c) conversely decreased in
popularity. Among the consistent terms were ‘‘engineering education’’ and ‘‘design education’’ (and
associated terms such as ‘‘design process’’ and
‘‘design projects’’). Notably, ‘‘sustainable design’’
experienced a ﬂeeting moment of popularity, but
that appears distinct from the general trends of
design education. Although the term ‘‘engineering
education’’ could have been removed from the list
of terms given its inevitable popularity, we sought
to avoid ad hoc term removal.
More recently there have been increases in terms
related to learning (e.g., ‘‘learning process’’, ‘‘learning outcomes’’, and ‘‘student learning’’), ‘‘professional skills’’ (which, upon further inspection,
seemed to coincide most directly with teamwork),
and ‘‘undergraduate students’’. The latter seemed
especially connected with ﬁrst-year students when
looking at the text networks in period ﬁve (20162020). On the other hand, ‘‘laboratory experiments’’, terms related to chemical engineering
core concepts (e.g., ‘‘control systems’’ and ‘‘ﬂuid
mechanics’’), ‘‘diﬀerential equations’’, and ‘‘quality
assurance’’ have all faded. We caution that this
observation about laboratory experiments
appeared to be associated with a shift in language
(i.e., focusing more on virtual labs) than an absolute
drop in the topic of labs per se.

5. Discussion
In this paper we present an analysis of papers
published in IJEE between 1996–2020. From our
analyses there are some clear topics and trends that
can be identiﬁed. Engineering design, virtual labs,
and PBL are all topics that have been published
more and had an impact in terms of being cited by
others. Through our qualitative analyses we also
ascertained that most papers in IJEE are application oriented with comparatively fewer papers that
are research intensive. Many of the applications are
assessed but fully formed research studies are rare.
It is also possible they are not that heavily cited and
therefore did not appear in the qualitative analyses.
Using a text network approach for natural language processing with the full corpus, we also
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observed similar trends as those reﬂected in the
qualitative analysis of heavily cited articles. Engineering design and virtual labs were consistently
among the top themes over time, which underscores
their (a) centrality to engineering education and (b)
interest in how to improve their manifestation in the
curriculum. In contrast, other themes appeared to
be more ephemeral. Topics like accreditation and
quality assurance received attention around the
time of ABET’s accreditation changes but faded
soon after. This shift might suggest a relative lack of
innovation in meeting accreditation standards or
simply a decrease in its relative importance compared to other topics. Topics like student learning
and teamwork appeared to exhibit the opposite
trend, becoming more popular over time. This
might suggest a stronger focus on students’ classroom experiences and how those prepare students
from both a conceptual understanding perspective
as well as professionalization perspective (i.e., cognitively and behaviorally).
We used diﬀerent methods to analyze the data
and it is important to discuss this as well. We
undertook the qualitative analysis as a way to
look closely at what was being published and
because our experience with this and previous
analyses had raised doubts about machine learning
techniques, especially Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) analysis for topic modeling which has commonly been used for such analysis [22]. With the
relatively small corpus of abstract data, LDA
analysis did not give any meaningful results, thus
we did not include those results here.
Finally, through our analysis we are not in a
position to explain why the trends occur although
one explanation we found from our closer reading
of the volumes is that IJEE publishes several special
issues each year and these correspond to a rise in the
number of papers on a topic in that year. For
instance, every other year, IJEE publishes papers
from the MUDD Design Conference organized at
Harvey Mudd College and this has deﬁnitely con-
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tributed to the prevalence of engineering design
education related scholarship in the journal.
There are several limitations to this work. Since
we have focused on citations, our analysis is not
comprehensive in terms of all that is published in
the data. The data that we have captured is limited
based on our access to sources. We have limited our
analysis to the abstracts of the papers and therefore
the papers could have included more or diﬀerent
information in the full text that we did not analyze.
This work does not speak to research methods or to
epistemologies as most abstract did not refer to it.
Finally, our interpretation is derived from our
knowledge of the ﬁeld and our experience with the
journal and is not necessarily inclusive of the editor
or editorial board or others associated with the
journal.

6. Conclusion
We present ﬁndings from analyses of papers published over the past 25 years (1996–2020) in the
International Journal of Engineering Education
(IJEE). We qualitatively analyzed abstracts of
articles with at least 30 citations each (N = 218)
and to understand coverage of topics we used
abstracts of all available articles (N = 3,173) published in the journal between 1996–2020. In terms of
impact, the topics that have been cited the most
include ways of teaching, learning styles, new
technology applications, PBL, and engineering
design. The overall topical coverage reﬂects these
ﬁndings and shows these same themes were consistently popular over the past 25 years. Major
changes over the years have been an increase in
attention to learning processes, ﬁrst-year students,
and teamwork.
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Fig. S1. Text Networks of top 100 terms in 1996–2000.
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Fig. S2. Text Networks of top 100 terms in 2001–2005.
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Fig. S3. Text Networks of top 100 terms in 2006–2010.
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Fig. S4. Text Networks of top 100 terms in 2011–2015.
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Fig. S5. Text Networks of top 100 terms in 2016–2020.

